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Super neat verb tricks. Memorize these. 

 

1. When a root letter is missing from a prefix form of the verb,
1
 the position of the 

missing letter and also which letter is missing is indicated by the vowel under the 

verbal prefix.
2
 If the vowel is tsere  ◌ֵ then the root letter is missing from the 

beginning of the root and will usually be a י. (Kittel 3.1) 

 

2. When the vowel under the verbal prefix
3
 is qamats  ◌ָ the missing root letter will 

be in the middle of the root and will be ּו or ֹו or י◌ִ. This type of verb is called a 

hollow verb. (Kittel 6.1a) 

 

3. Whenever a root appears to begin with two root letters, due to the use of a 

dagesh forte, the first root letter is actually a נ which has been assimilated to (has 

come to sound like) the second root letter. (Kittel 7.1a) 

 

4. When any vowel other than  ◌ֵ tsere or  ◌ָ qamats appears under the prefix 

pronoun, the missing letter is at the end of the root and is always ה. (Kittel 12.1) 

 

5. When a verb root ends in a י before a verbal suffix, the last letter of the root is 

actually ה. (Kittel 26.2) 

 

6. When only one consonant (doubled or not) shows for a root, you probably have 

a combination 1
st
3rd נ 

 verb. (Kittel 34.1) ה 

 

 

Useful verb tricks. Make note of them. 

 

                                                           
1
 Prefix form includes the different types of prefix such as Imperfect, Wayyiqtol, Jussive, 

Cohortative. 
2
 Kittel calls this the prefix consonant or prefix pronoun. 

3
 Kittel calls this a prefix pronoun. 
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7. No letter of a perfect verbal suffix,
4
 imperfect verbal prefix

5
 or suffix

6
 will ever 

assimilate. In other words no letter that indicates Person Gender Number will ever 

assimilate. (Kittel 16.3a) 

 at the end of a word (noun, preposition, or verb) is the first person plural ־נּו .8

suffix (us, our). (Kittel 18.3b) 

 .is the second masculine singular verbal suffix (2ms) in the perfect form ־ָת  .9

(Kittel 13.3) 

10. 3
rd

 .in the infinitive construct ־ֹות or ־◌ֹת and have ה verbs regularly lose the ה 

(Kittel 14.3) 

11. A 1cs or 1cp prefix + ־ָ◌ה ending indicates the cohortative. (Kittel 41.1) 

12. Qibbuts  ◌ֻ under the first root letter plus doubling of the middle root letter are 

signs of the Pual, the passive of the Piel. (Kittel 45.3) 

13. The Qal and Niphal are the only conjugations in which the participle does not 

have a conjugation prefix מ.
7
 (Kittel 47.2) 

 rarely ends anything except a verb form. (Kittel ־ּו is a plural verb ending, and ־ּו .14

8.1b) 

                                                           
4
 Kittel calls these affix pronouns.  

5
 Kittel calls these prefix pronouns. 

6
 Kittel calls these prefix complements. 

7
 Kittel calls this a preformative.  
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Qal tricks 

 

Q1. In the Qal conjugation, holem ֹו or ֹ after the first root letter indicates the 

participle form. (Kittel 9.3a) 

 

Q2. Roots that begin with the guttural ח ע or ה have the vowel patah  ◌ַ under the 

verbal prefix in the Qal prefix except for the first person singular, whose verbal 

prefix is also a guttural letter. In that case, the vowel is usually segol  ◌ֶ. (Kittel 

17.3a) 

 

Q3. The Qal imperative is formed by removing the verbal prefix from a second 

person prefix form. Thus a shwa under the first root letter ְכככ can indicate a Qal 

imperative form. (Kittel 18.1a) 

 

Q4. The regular vowel of the Qal perfect is qamats  ◌ָ under the first root letter. 

(Kittel 4.2a) 

 

Q5. 1
st
 on the ת and adds י verbs the Qal infinitive construct usually drops the י 

end. (Kittel 25.2) 

 

Q6. 3
rd

 (Kittel 25.3b) .־ֹות and add ה verbs in the Qal infinitive drop the ה 

 

Q7. A holem ֹ after the second root letter indicates the Qal infinitive construct of 

the regular verb.  (Kittel 25.4)
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Piel – and Pual tricks 

 

D1. The Piel imperative is formed by removing the prefix pronoun from a second 

person prefix form. Thus patah under the first root letter ַכּככ can indicate a Piel 

imperative form. (Kittel 19.2a) 

 

D2. The conjugation indicator for the Piel prefix is shwa  ◌ְ under the verbal prefix 

aka “prefix pronoun”. ְכ׀כּככ (Kittel 15.5) 

 

D3. The Piel participle uses a  ְמ conjugation prefix in front of the root, in which the 

middle letter is doubled ְמכּככ. (Kittel 31.1)  

 

D4. Qibbuts  ◌ֻ under the first root letter plus doubling of the middle root letter are 

signs of the Pual, the passive of the Piel. (Kittel 45.3) 
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Hiphil – and Hophal - tricks 

 

H1. In hollow verbs, the characteristic Hiphil conjugation vowel appears in place 

of the verb’s middle root letter, and thus in the middle of the verb. (Kittel 29.2) 

 

H2. Patah  ◌ִ under the ה conjugation indicator is the sign of the Hiphil imperative. 

(Kittel 30.1) 

 

H3. The Hiphil prefix can be recognized by two characteristic vowels: patah  ◌ַ 

under the prefix pronoun and  ◌ִ or  ◌ֵ or  ◌ֶ (and I class or “dot” vowel) between the 

second and third root letters. (Kittel 32.1) 

 

H4. Holem ֹו after a prefix pronoun, combined with an I class (“dot”) vowel under 

the middle root letter, is the sign of the Hiphil prefix in most 1
st
.verbs י 

8
 (Kittel 

33.1) 

W 

H5. When the first vowel in a Hiphil verb form does not seem to fit the regular 

pattern but is ּו ֹו  ◌ֻ or  ◌ָ in a closed unaccented syllable you should think of the 

Hophal. (Kittel 44.1) 

 

  

                                                           
8
 “Most” = 1

st
verbs that are not true 1 י 

st
but originally 1 י 

st
 .ו 
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Niphal tricks 

 

N1. The Niphal imperative and the Niphal infinitive can be recognized by the  ◌ִּה־ 

conjugation prefix. (Kittel 49.2) 


